
 

                                          MEMBERSHIP DRIVE   

IEEE MVSR SB has conducted a webinar on 03rd July, 2020. This event was conducted to 

motivate the students to join IEEE and how IEEE would be beneficial for their professional 

career and personal development.                              

   



 

Session details: 

Date: 03rd July, 2020. 

Time: 4:30pm – 6:00pm. 

No. of participants: 42. 

Ms. K. Akshitha, Vice Chair of IEEE MVSR SB has started the session by welcoming the 

attendees and introduced the speakers Ms. R. Ramya sri, Chair of IEEE MVSR SB and             Dr. 

D. Hari Krishna, Student Branch Counsellor of IEEE MVSR SB. Then Ms. Ramya sri has taken 

over the session and started explaining about IEEE and its benefits.  

 

Ms. Ramya sri has explained about IEEE’s mission and benefits of IEEE. She stated all the benefits 

that a member can get and she also added that one can improve one’s volunteering skills through 

IEEE. She categorized all the technical and non-technical benefits. 

              

                                             Speaker saying the benefits of IEEE to the attendees. 

Ms. Ramya sri has explained briefly about how IEEE collabratec is useful and how we can connect 

to other people through it. She also explained about IEEE spectrum magazines and also how they 

are useful for a member, and also stated the google apps that are available through IEEE and the 

benefits of those apps. 



              

                                                  Speaker describing about IEEE Collabratec  

She later detailed about IEEE Resume Lab which contains the format of CVs, Resumes etc. Which 

is helpful for a member in writing their own CV/resume. She said that it contains few interview 

questions so that a member can go through them and have a knowledge on what an interviewer 

can ask them. 

              

                                  Speaker telling about the importance of IEEE resume lab 

 

She briefed about the IEEE mentoring program which is available for all members in IEEE and 

stated the benefits of mentoring. She later explained about the awards that a member can achieve 

as of RICHARD E MERWIN, UPSILON PI EPSILON, LARRY K WILSON, etc., and also, 

about the scholarships that a member can get. 

 



 

She shared few links with attendees which are helpful for exploring IEEE so that they can know 

better regarding IEEE through those links. Then, Ms. Ramya sri has given a brief introduction 

about Dr. D. Hari Krishna, Student Branch Counsellor of IEEE MVSR SB and handed-over the 

session to him. 

Dr. D. Hari Krishna has given introduction about the establishment of IEEE MVSR SB and the 

student branch chapters present in it. 

               

                             Speaker saying about region and section that IEEE MVSR SB belongs to. 

He has told about the branch mentor, advisor and counsellor of IEEE MVSR SB and also about 

the faculty advisors of respective student branch chapters and also respective department faculty 

coordinators. He has listed the events that were conducted from the year of SB established. 

He has told about the achievements of student branch and also briefed about the different activities 

done by the student branch chapters. He has explained about the various student branch chapters 

present in IEEE MVSR SB. 

He explained about how to take the student branch society membership, cost of it and about the 

benefits of joining those societies. 

 

   



                                                                                      

                                             Achievements received by IEEE MVSR SB  

Then, he told about the events conducted in Technovanza 2020 and also about students who has 

benefitted in that event. He said about the members who were a part of IEEE Hyderabad section 

student network and Student activity committee. 

Dr. D. Hari Krishna also said about the importance of IEEE membership and also stated what IEEE 

membership includes. Then, he detailed about the Circuits and Systems Society and Computer 

Society and stated the benefits of being a member in those societies. 

  

Later, he has provided list of contacts to attendees, so that they can contact to the people provided 

in list regarding any queries related to IEEE membership. Thereafter, Q&A session was conducted. 

Vote of thanks by Ms. Ramya sri marked the end of the session. 
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